
Gateway Guide
What is Gateway?

Gateway (gateway.uncg.edu) is a new collaborative digital collections platform that’s supported

by you, the community.  We have digitized donations from regional partners like libraries,

archives, museums, and even individuals.  The site is flexible and responsive, making it ideal for

viewing on a computer, tablet, or mobile device.

This guide is designed to provide an alternative and supplement to the video guides.  We know

that not every moment provides an opportunity to watch a video, so this guide is designed to

help get you up and running with Gateway.  Take a few moments to skim through this guide and

you’ll be well on your way to finding interesting and informative items on Gateway.

Terms to know

To help make your visit to Gateway more productive, it will help to know a few terms:

Collections

Collections are the way items in Gateway are organized. They might be organized based on a

particular theme.  Like the Triad Black Lives Matter Collection:



Or they could be organized based on the contributor of the item.  An example of a contributor

based collection is the Caldwell-Foushee Collection that was provided by Loretha Caldwell

Foushee:

Partner

Our Partners are the people, organizations, or institutions that have donated items to Gateway to

be digitized.  We have a wide range of partners in the Piedmont Triad area that have graciously

donated to Gateway.  Here’s a partial list of some of our partners:



Items

The Items in Gateway are the actual digital things available for viewing.  They can consist of

photographs, posters, audio recordings, documents, and more.  Users can interact with many of

the items on Gateway in different ways.  You can zoom in and out on photographs and/or

documents, change the orientation and view of the document, view single pages, or view an

entire grid of all the pages in an item.  Here’s an example of an item, it’s a scanned document

related to the Moses H. Cone Memorial Park on the Blue Ridge Parkway:



Here we can see some of the options available to you for interacting with a particular item in

Gateway.  The options you see will be different depending on what type of item it is (Audio

Recording, Photograph, Document, etc).  The type of item pictured above is a scanned document.

1. The “Text” option lets you view a text description of the item

2. The letter “i” with a circle around it provides additional details about the item.  This

information is the same as what’s found in the “Details” area you can see below an item

3. This is the sharing option.  You are provided the option of sharing the item via social

media, e-mail, a hard link to a particular page, or a hard link to the entire item.

4. Zoom in and out of the document

5. Search text within the document

6. Toggle full-screen view on and off

7. Hides both the top and bottom menus

8. Provides different views of the document if it has multiple pages.  From left to right:

a. Single page view

b. Two-page view

c. Grid view displaying all the pages with each page able to be selected

9. Go to the next page or the previous page.

10. Slider bar that allows you to scroll through the document

The gold star in the top left are options for viewing either a page at a time or a different type of

grid view.  This type of grid doesn’t display all the pages at once but displays up to 12 pages at



once then you have to navigate through additional screens to see the entire document.

What can I do with these digital items?

Well, that largely depends on the type of item you are looking at.  The item type will dictate what

options are available to you for interacting with them.  Documents will have different options from

transcripts and those will have different options available from Photographs.  Play around with the

items you find on Gateway to discover how you can

Details

The Details section is located below every item in Gateway.  Details provide additional

information about the items.  Details can consist of things like the date of an item, the type of

item, or even copyright information.



Facets

The facets are located on the right-hand side of your screen.  They are what is used to

help narrow down your search.

Facets can be added and removed as you narrow your search down.  Say, for instance, you used

the facets “correspondence” and “1960-1969”.  But if you later decide to broaden your search

back out for just “1960-1969” you can then remove the “correspondence” facet, and now the

results will just be narrowed by the decade you chose.



Searching

Gateway’s database searchable.  Just like utilizing a search in Google, you can do the

same thing in the search bar at the top right of Gateway. Just enter in your search terms and

click the blue search button (or hit enter) and you are on your way to finding items of interest.

Boolean Operators

Boolean is a fancy term for the word “AND”, “OR”, and “NOT”.  When these terms are

used in conjunction with the searching of a database (like Gateway) they can help you narrow or

expand your search.  Let’s take a look at what each term can help you do while searching

Gateway.

AND

Using the AND operator will tell the database to make sure the results have all the keywords

included.  For example, if we conducted a search in Gateway for “Military” AND “Uniform” then

only items that include both of those terms would be included in our results.

OR

OR will help us broaden our search.  Going back to our previous example, if we searched for

“Military” OR “Uniform” then we would get items that include either of these terms in our results.

NOT

Finally, we have NOT. NOT also helps narrow our search, but differently than AND.  Where AND

combines a term with another, NOT excludes a term. Continuing with our example, if we search

for “Military” NOT “Uniform” we would see a list of items that include the term Military but

excludes the term Uniform.

Gateway provides some additional tools beyond the use of boolean operators.  There’s an

advanced search feature that allows you to chain together multiple terms with different boolean

operators.  This can help you trim away the results you don’t want and get to the stuff you do.



To get to the advanced search, you’ll need to initiate a regular search.  You can do this through

the search bar located in the top right corner of Gateway:

After you’ve searched, you’ll notice the “Advanced Search” box located on the top right-hand

side of the screen:

You’ll notice that there are three elements to the Advanced Search container:

1. Field - Allows you to select between eight different fields

a. Title

b. Item Description

c. Document Text

d. Subject

e. Item Creator

f. Identifier

g. Contributing Institution

h. Collection Name

2. Search terms - where you enter in the text you want to use in your search

3. Plus Sign - this allows you to chain together different fields and will introduce the boolean

operator drop-down:



Now we have two new options:

1. Boolean Dropdown menu - allows us to choose between AND, OR, NOT boolean

operators

2. Minus sign - allows us to remove certain terms that we’ve added to our search

a. You can remove search results independent of one another. In other

words, if you remove a term you will only remove that specific term, not it

and everything you searched for after it.

Feel free to mix it up.  Utilize multiple terms in a variety of fields with different boolean operators

to see what you can find!



Searching within Collections

Searching with collections on Gateway is easy to accomplish. You’ll first want to navigate your

way into a collection.  In the image below, we’ve navigated to the Bernard Greenhouse

Collection.  If you look in the top right corner, where the search bar is, you’ll notice that there is

now a drop-down menu.  This menu gives you the option of searching within this specific

collection or choosing to search a different or even all collections.

Here’s a closer look at that search bar:

Search within that collection using the same strategies you’ve used for other searches.  The

advanced search feature will also pop up once you’ve initiated a search within this collection.

Also, keep in mind that you can continue using the facets to narrow down your searches as well.



And that’s it!  Please be sure to use the feedback feature that’s available on Gateway to let us

know what additional features and information you would like to see.

Enjoy exploring Gateway!


